Cray Valley (PM) 3 v 0 Corinthian
1-0 Chambers (39), 2-0 Chambers (82), 3-0 Doherty (90). Attendance: 60
Cray Valley's recent rich vein of form continued tonight as they are now unbeaten in
their last 5 games with this ultimately comfortable win against Corinthian. The
visitors who are on a downward spiral as with this loss they have only gained a single
point from their last 8 matches. The Millers had to make an enforced change before
kick off with Laurent Hamici moving to the bench with a tight hamstring and being
replaced by Alex Chambers. Chambers for his part had an excellent game scoring
twice and being instrumental in the third. Although Corinthian tried hard throughout
they lacked any real threat going forward. It was the home side who had the first
chance of the game on 13 minutes when Alwayne Jones pulled the ball back from the
right to Jamie Miller on the edge of the box but his rising shot was well saved by
Corinthian keeper Sam I'Anson diving high to his left for a corner. After this there
was a lot of endeavour from both sides but little goalmouth action until Cray took the
lead on 39 minutes and it was all the work of Chambers. Picking the ball up down the
left he raced forward before cutting into the box and hitting a fierce shot that beat a
diving I'Anson, who got his fingertips to the ball, low at his right hand post. The
visitors only chance of a disappointing first half for them came on 43 minutes when
former Miller Luke Tanner fired a long range effort wide. The Millers went close to
extending their lead on 72 minutes when Adam Gross whipped in a free kick from
wide right that flew across the face of the crowded goalmouth and out to safety.
Minutes later the visitors went close to drawing level when substitute Richie Stevens
hit a 30 yard shot that beat home keeper Brad Morgan high to his left but rattled the
bar before flying out to safety before they went close again on 77 minutes when
another substitute Mike Hagan's found Nad Nwitua in the box but his first time shot
flew across the face of goal low to the left of Morgan but narrowly wide. The Millers
then doubled their lead on 82 minutes when a free kick from the half way line was
nodded on by Jones for Chambers to race onto and he slotted home low to the right
of I'Anson. Then in the last minute of normal time the Millers made it three when
Chambers made space well before hitting a fierce drive that was well blocked by
I'Anson diving low to his right but Doherty following up was able to force the ball
home despite the efforts of a couple of Corinthian defenders.
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